This review describes the development and present performance of nuclear polarized gas targets in nuclear or particle physics experiments. After a brief account of the various development steps, the design principles for the relevant light nucleon targets, hydrogen, deuterium and 3 He, for storage rings, are discussed. Most of these targets make use of so-called storage cells in order to enhance the target thickness. The performance of targets used in medium and high-energy ion and electron storage rings is reviewed. Finally, future trends and possible improvements are discussed.
Introduction
Spin plays an important role in atomic, nuclear and particle physics and other fields. The structure and properties of bound systems-atoms, nuclei and, on a more fundamental level, hadrons-depend on the spin of the constituents in a complex way. Classical examples are the shell structure of atoms or nuclei, and the spin-degrees of freedom in the excitation of hadrons like (1232) + nucleon resonance. The bulk of the experimental information derives from scattering experiments at accelerators, using spin-polarized beams and/or targets. A review of these tools, methods and results can be found in the proceedings of nuclear and high-energy spin physics conferences, the most recent of which took place at Brookhaven in 2002 [166] .
This paper summarizes the status of nuclear spin polarized gas targets. In particular we focus on gas targets that are used as internal targets inserted into storage rings, i.e. large circular machines of 50 m to 27 km circumference that allow the storage of intense ion or electron beams of various energies for many hours. In the last decade these polarized targets in conjunction with storage rings have become a new tool for the study of spin-dependent scattering processes, i.e. targets (and beams) whose spins are predominantly pointing in one direction (see section 2).
Previous to the development of polarized gas targets, solid H or, quite recently, D targets polarized by the so-called dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) method was the traditional method employed. The net content of polarizable protons is about 17% when frozen NH 3 is the target material, but lower for other target compounds. The polarization averaged over all nucleons in the target is consequently lower compared with a pure target. On the other hand, the areal density can be rather high for very thick targets, ranging from 10 23 to about 10 25 protons cm −2 . These targets have been employed in the past four decades to produce a wealth of polarization data.
In contrast to solid targets, gaseous targets for storage rings are chemically pure and of high average polarization, but they are-as discussed in this paper-limited in areal density, t, to about 10 12 -10 14 cm −2 . The event rate, R, of an experiment is related to the so-called luminosity, L, of the experiment by R = σ × L, (1.1) where σ is the cross-section for the process of interest. The luminosity of a gas target of t nucleons cm −2 exposed to a beam of i particles s −1 is
Typical total cross-sections vary between 10 −25 cm 2 for proton-proton interactions and 10 −31 cm 2 for electron deep-inelastic scattering at √ s ∼ = 7 GeV. The particle current, i, is in the range 10 16 -10 18 s −1 , resulting in luminosities for polarized gas targets of about 10 28 -10 32 cm −2 s −1 . As hadronic processes have a large cross-section, gas targets provide acceptable rates for nuclear or particle physics scattering experiments. In contrast, electron beams lead to significantly lower rates due to the smallness of the electromagnetic crosssection. Here the quest for higher densities is still a challenging problem. That is why for the study of deep-inelastic electron scattering the use of open spectrometers covering the full solid angle is crucial for achieving acceptable event rates.
Storage ring experiments with isotopically pure gas targets are characterized by low background rates and are thus the preferred method for high-precision experiments, e.g. on the nucleon-nucleon interaction, on meson production in proton-proton or electron-nucleus collisions or on the scattering of multi-GeV electrons on nucleons in order to study the quark-gluon structure of the nucleon.
For a high event rate, the thickness, t, of the gas target should be as high as possible. There are, however, limits on the target areal density. For hydrogen targets the limit comes from the finite source intensity available today. 3 He targets can be made much thicker than hydrogen targets. For parallel running of different experiments at the same storage ring, the beam losses caused by scattering on such a target must not exceed a certain fraction of the total losses. This does not impose limits for state-of-the-art hydrogen targets but restricts 3 He target densities to about 10 15 nucleons cm −2 . Another limitation is due to polarization losses at a high density and low field caused by spin-exchange collisions discussed in section 4.
In this paper, nuclear spin polarized gas targets for storage rings are reviewed. After a short summary of the atomic principles involved, the early work on polarized hydrogen, deuterium and 3 He gas targets is outlined in section 3, followed by a critical discussion of the components of polarized gas targets:
• Storage cells confining a high target density (section 4).
• Sources providing polarized atoms (section 5).
• Polarimeters for measuring the polarization of the target (section 6). This is followed by section 7 on operational storage ring internal targets. The review is concluded by a summary and an outlook on future developments in this field.
Principles of polarized gas targets
This paper deals primarily with the use of polarized hydrogen (H), deuterium (D) or 3 He atoms as nuclear targets. In the preparation and use of these targets the coupling to the atomic electrons plays a major role [78] . Thus a brief review of the relevant atomic physics principles will facilitate the later discussions.
Nuclear polarization
The polarization of an ensemble of spin 1 2 particles (e.g. protons, 3 He nuclei) is described by a polarization vector. The component of polarization along some axis (z) is defined as:
where n + and n − are the fractions of particles with spin I along z (m I = + 1 2 ) and opposite to z (m I = − 1 2 ), respectively. Usually, the atoms of a polarized gas target are located in a uniform external magnetic field ('guide field'), in which case the polarization vector is along the guide field.
The polarization of deuterons (spin I = 1) in an axially symmetric ensemble can be described in terms of the relative populations n + , n 0 and n − of deuterons with magnetic substates m I = +1, m I = 0 and m I = −1 with respect to the symmetry axis (direction of uniform magnetic guide field). In the absence of polarization, n + = n 0 = n − = 1 3 . The vector polarization, P z , of a deuteron target is defined in a manner analogous to equation (2.1), while the tensor polarization (alignment), P zz , describes to what extent the ensemble is depleted or enriched in particles with m I = 0:
P zz can vary between +1 and −2. For a target of pure vector polarization (P zz = 0), the maximum vector polarization is P z = ± 2 3 . The description in terms of two parameters (P z , P zz ) is valid only for a deuterium target prepared in a state of axial symmetry about z, i.e. there is no preferred direction perpendicular to z [78, 79] . In the general case, the deuteron polarization is described by a second rank tensor [43, 72] . In this case, often a description in terms of spherical tensor moments, T ik , is preferred [105] .
Coupling of nuclear and electron spins in H and D polarized gas targets
The spin of the particles of interest here (protons and deuterons) is coupled to the spin of the electron in the neutral atoms of the target. The external field is referred to as 'weak' or 'strong' depending on the field strength, B, compared with the critical field, B c , of the hyperfine interaction. The critical field is: figure 1 (a). The energy difference between states 1 and 2 (or states 3 and 4) is caused by the hyperfine interaction. In a weak magnetic field, the electron spin, J , and the nuclear spin, I , couple to total angular momentum, F . For the mixed states (m F = 0, states 2 and 4, figure 1), in a weak field the electron and proton spins precess one about the other so that they have zero magnetic moment and zero nuclear polarization ( figure 1(b) ). In a strong external field (χ 1), electron and proton spins are decoupled. The proton polarization reaches P = ±1 asymptotically and the magnetic moment of the atom approaches the electron moment, µ B . For intermediate [78] . W is the hyperfine splitting (h × 1420.4 MHz).
fields, the polarization of the mixed states is given by P = ±χ/ 1 + χ 2 . For the two 'pure' spin states (states 1 and 3) |P | = 1 independent of field strength. The corresponding graphs for deuterium show a similar dependence of the vector and tensor polarization for the six hyperfine states on the external magnetic field [78, 79] . The limiting values of vector and tensor polarization for H and D in weak and strong fields are summarized in table 1.
Spin separation
In an inhomogeneous B-field, atoms are driven towards or away from high-field regions, depending on whether their energy decreases or increases with increasing B. Thus, if a beam of H atoms is directed along the axis of a multipole magnet (e.g. a sextupole, figure 2), atoms with m j = + 1 2 (states 1 and 2) are deflected towards the axis of the magnet, while atoms with m j = − 1 2 (states 3 and 4) are rejected. Polarized H and D gas targets are based primarily on this method (atomic beam source (ABS), section 5.1). The same general principle is used in the ultra-cold polarized H source (section 5.2), where very cold H atoms in states 1 and 2 are preferentially pushed out of a strong solenoid field. It is important to note that in all these processes, spin rejection acts on the electron spin of the H atoms, not the nuclear spin.
Instead of spatial separation, H or D atoms polarized in electron spin can also be produced by spin-exchange collisions between hydrogen atoms and an admixture of alkali atoms that are polarized by optical means (laser-driven source (LDS), section 5.3). In a strong magnetic field (χ 1), the proton polarization for equal populations of states 1 and 2 is zero (figure 1(b) and table 1). Methods have been developed to change the substate populations such that large, reversible proton polarization can be obtained (see section 5.1). For use in a weak magnetic field, selection of a single pure spin state is possible. Without such refinements, states 1 and 2 of hydrogen yield a nuclear polarization P = 1 2 in a weak field ( figure 1(b) ). The corresponding values for deuterium are listed on the last line of table 1.
Polarized 3 He gas targets
As the ground state atoms have spin-zero, magnetic separation as for hydrogen is not applicable. Two methods exist to polarize 3 He: (i) spin-exchange of ground state atoms with optically pumped Rb vapour at 3 He pressures up to 10 bar [21] , and (ii) direct optical pumping of metastable atoms followed by collisions exchanging polarization and excitation [35] . Method (i) is applied for high-pressure targets that are not in the scope of this review. Direct optical pumping is discussed in sections 3.2 and 7.5.
Early target development

Hydrogen and deuterium polarized gas targets
Intense atomic beams of polarized hydrogen atoms were originally developed as a means to produce polarized proton beams for injection into accelerators. Ionization of polarized H by electron bombardment promised to yield a much higher intensity of polarized protons than could be obtained by nuclear scattering.
The first efforts to produce beams of polarized hydrogen atoms were reported in 1960 at the International Symposium on Polarization Phenomena of Nucleons [139] . Of the different approaches, the most successful ones were based on deflection of H atoms in magnetic quadrupole or sextupole fields, as shown schematically in figure 2. After exit from the multipole field, the atoms adiabatically entered a uniform field region, where their electron spins were all pointing along the magnetic field direction. Thirion et al [203] used a radio-frequency (RF) transition between hyperfine states to obtain large proton polarization in the strong field (χ 1) of the cyclotron. Other authors [23, 40] used a weak magnetic field with maximum expected proton polarization P = 1 2 .
Atomic jet targets.
It was commonly recognized that atomic beams of the type described above could be used as a target simply by bombarding the atoms in flight with a charged-particle beam. These targets are referred to as polarized jet targets (figure 3). However, the low density of atoms in a polarized jet (∼2 × 10 11 cm −3 over a 1 cm diameter) is a severe problem. Nevertheless, an experiment at Stanford succeeded in measuring the nuclear polarization of a hydrogen jet with 3 × 10 16 H s −1 andv = 2.5 km s −1 by scattering 8 MeV α particles from the atomic beam and observing the left-right asymmetry [51] . The measured target thickness was 1.6 × 10 11 atoms cm −2 , and the target polarization P = 0.37 ± 0.06, compared with the maximum expected value P = 1 2 . The count rate was 4 counts h −1 ! The low target density makes it advantageous to place the target into a storage ring with a large circulating beam [187] . In a pioneering experiment at Novosibirsk [50] , scattering of a very intense (0.3 A) beam of 290 MeV electrons from a polarized deuterium jet of thickness 2×10 11 atoms cm −2 was observed [58] . A later experiment with a jet on the VEPP-3 accelerator (2 GeV, 0.2 A) is described in [122] . 
Storage cells.
At the Polarization Symposium in 1975, Hanna [88] mentioned the possibility of improving the target density by injecting polarized H atoms into a cell (figure 3) but cautioned that the atoms may depolarize by wall collisions or by spin-exchange collisions. Even ten years earlier, Haeberli [77] had suggested gas cells similar to the Teflon-coated containers that Kleppner et al [99] used for the hydrogen maser. The first test of a storage cell target was carried out in 1980 by the Wisconsin group [7] . The arrangement is shown in figure 4 . Polarized atoms were injected into a Teflon-coated glass cell, and recoil protons from scattering of 12 MeV α particles were detected at forward angles. From the count rate, a target thickness of 1.1 × 10 12 atoms cm −2 was deduced, an order of magnitude improvement over the corresponding jet target. The target polarization was P = 0.43 ± 0.07, compared with the ideal value of P = . On the average, the atoms had a dwell time in the cell of 12 ms and made about 1000 wall collisions before escaping through one of the openings. Tests of a deuterium target were also successful [7] .
The gain of target thickness from use of a cell, compared with a jet target, has been discussed by Haeberli [80] . The geometry of the target cell is shown in figure 5 .
At equilibrium, the number, N , of atoms s −1 entering the target cell equals the number of atoms leaving the cell, ρ 0 C, where ρ 0 is the target density (atoms cm −3 ) at the point where
Beam Tube the feed tube joins the beam tube, and C is the sum of the gas conductances of the three tube segments through which the target atoms escape. Thus:
For tube segments of length L i and diameter D i , the cell conductance is:
where M is the target mass number and T the temperature (in K) [180] . The density in the target tube drops in the molecular flow regime linearly from ρ 0 to zero at the ends of the tube. Thus the target thickness, t, for a storage cell of length 2L 1 ( figure 5 ) is:
The target thickness is proportional to T −1/2 , which suggests cooling of the cell. Even if the atomic beam is warmer than the cell wall, the atoms will acquire the wall temperature after very few collisions. A lower limit to T is set by increased depolarization and recombination. Since C depends on the third power of the diameters, D i , small diameters of cell and feed tube are beneficial to target thickness.
As an illustration of the gain in target thickness afforded by a storage cell, consider a target cell of length 2L 1 = 20 cm, D 1 = 1 cm and an atomic beam entrance tube L 2 = 10 cm and D 2 = 1 cm. For M = 1 (H atoms), we obtain C = 10 4 cm 3 s −1 at T = 100 K, which, for N = 3 × 10 16 H s −1 , leads to a target density of ρ 0 = 3 × 10 12 H cm −3 . The corresponding target thickness is t = 3 × 10 13 H cm −2 or a factor 100 larger than the same atomic beam used as a jet. Other quantities of interest are the average dwell time, t d , of the atoms in the cell and the average number,n c , of wall collisions. These and other quantities characteristic for depolarization effects will be discussed in section 4.
Storage cells in storage rings-anticipated problems.
Many concerns can be raised about the use of storage cells as internal targets in storage rings [84] :
• The target atoms may depolarize and recombine in wall collisions inside the cell, unless suitable wall coatings can be found. These must be radiation resistant and compatible with the vacuum requirements of the ring.
• The target atoms may be depolarized by the intense circulating beam either through ionization and excitation or through electromagnetic interactions (bunch-field depolarization).
• Background may result from the beam halo striking the cell walls since the mass of even the thinnest wall is some 10 9 times the mass of the target gas.
• The restricted aperture of the cell causes problems with injection of particles into the ring and shortens the lifetime of the stored beam.
• The gas load from directed flow out of the cell may affect ring operation.
• Recoil detectors placed near the beam may suffer radiation damage by particles outside the ring acceptance, particularly during injection.
The review of the performance of polarized storage cell internal targets (section 7) will show that most of these problems could be circumvented.
First operation of storage cell targets in a storage ring.
In 1988, a storage cell was added to the VEPP-3 deuterium jet target experiment [68, 69, 122] . The beam tube was 960 mm long and of elliptical cross-section with major axes 24 mm × 36 mm. These rather large dimensions were required in order to provide sufficient phase space for injection of the electron beam. The cell was coated with Drifilm [204] and was operated without cooling. As the detector was designed for a jet target, only the central part of the cell contributed to the useful rate. Therefore, the gain in rate was only a factor of 3 compared with the free jet. For the part viewed by the detector, the tensor polarization of the deuterium target was P zz = 0.58 ± 0.05, compared with P zz > 0.9 for injected atoms. The most important result was that the target polarization did not degrade significantly during several months [91, 206] despite the high radiation dose present. The total areal density of the 94 cm long cell was estimated to be 3 × 10 12 D cm −2 . The first high-density storage cell target for hydrogen was developed for the FILTEX experiment proposed by Steffens et al [81, 191] for the antiproton storage ring LEAR at CERN. To polarize stored antiprotons in LEAR by the 'spin-filter' method [42] required a hydrogen gas target with areal density 10 14 cm −2 and high polarization in a low guide field. The FILTEX approach was to combine an improved ABS with a cooled storage cell of narrow cross-section inserted into a low-β section of the LEAR storage ring with phase space cooling.
The ABS development that was performed in the course of the FILTEX experiment (see section 5) resulted in an intensity of the atomic beam accepted by the storage cell of 4 × 10 16 H s −1 . The thin-walled Al storage cell was 11 mm in diameter and 250 mm long. The feed tube was 10 mm in diameter and 100 mm long. The cell was coated with Teflon and operated at temperatures of 60 K and above. A weak vertical guide field below 1 mT served to define the direction of polarization without disturbing the ion beam even when reversing the field in order to change the sign of the polarization.
The target performance was studied in a series of test experiments [192] . In 1991, the FILTEX target was tested by means of elastic αp scattering, for which the polarization sensitivity is well-known, using the 34.5 MeV α beam of the Heidelberg MP-Tandem [52] . The target and detector arrangement is shown in figure 6 . The recoil protons were detected in extended scintillation detectors left and right of the beam. The measured pulse-height spectra are shown on the left-hand side of figure 7 both with and without the atomic beam injected into the cell. By subtracting the huge background produced by the beam halo impinging on the cell walls, a tiny signal could be obtained. The measured target polarization of 0.42 ± 0.04 corresponds to 83 ± 8% of the maximum polarization of hydrogen atoms in the two substates injected. The areal density of the target was t = (2.6 ± 0.2) × 10 13 cm −2 . In 1992, the same target was operated in the Heidelberg ion storage ring TSR [76, 104] . An improved sextupole magnet system boosted the source intensity to 8 × 10 16 H s −1 [198] . The target performance was studied using electron-cooled α beams with stored currents of up to 0.3 mA. Typical pulse-height spectra for spin-up and spin-down are shown on the righthand side of figure 7 [192] . The spectra are dominated by kinematical broadening due to the size of the detectors. A striking feature is the absence of background despite the vast difference in density of the gas target itself (∼0.1 ng cm −2 ) and the cell wall as seen by a halo particle travelling in grazing incidence parallel to the cell axis (∼1 g cm −2 ), i.e. ten orders of magnitude! One may conclude that cooled, stored beams with lifetimes of the order of hours exhibit a very low halo at distances of 10σ or more, σ being the beam radius-a finding that has been confirmed by other experiments later on. Due to the much higher stored current, precise polarization measurements could be performed within a few minutes, enabling systematic studies of the target performance [220] . In figure 8 the measured nuclear polarization and density of the target as a function of the cell temperature are shown. New applications of polarized gas targets in high-energy electron storage rings were discussed by Schüler in 1981 [187] immediately after the first experimental demonstration of the storage cell principle by the Wisconsin group [7] . In 1990, the HERMES experiment at DESY (Hamburg) proposed to study deep-inelastic scattering of 27.5 GeV polarized electrons off polarized nucleon targets ( 1 H, 2 H, 3 He) [2, 37, 91] . The experiment is based on a polarized storage cell target installed in the HERA electron ring and running in parallel to the two Collider experiments, H1 and ZEUS. Three different polarized targets were proposed for the HERMES experiment: (i) the ABS target for hydrogen and deuterium, (ii) the so-called LDS target employing a novel spin-exchange technique for hydrogen and deuterium, and (iii) the 3 He target with direct optical pumping. These techniques are discussed below.
3 He polarized gas targets
Since the pioneering work of Walters and co-workers [35] , the production of polarized 3 He gas targets with pressures of about 1 mbar and polarization of P ∼ = 0.2 [205] (iv) The polarized ground state atoms experience a very weak hyperfine interaction when colliding with the wall of the gas cell, which results in polarization lifetimes of minutes to hours.
Such targets consisted of a sealed glass cell in a weak homogeneous guide field of ∼1 mT, filled with 3 He gas of about 1 mbar and illuminated by resonant infrared radiation from a lamp. Thin windows allowed the entrance of an ion beam and exit of charged reaction products.
Due to the limited photon flux and line coverage of discharge lamps, only sealed cells with no gas flow can be used. The pumping times are of the order of 3-5 min [205] . Such targets have been applied for scattering experiments with light-ion beams up to several tens of MeV to measure analysing powers or spin-correlation coefficients [115] relevant for the structure of light nuclei.
For open target cells a continuous 3 He flow rate of the order of 10 17 atoms s −1 is needed, which implies photon beams of 0.1 W. Such beams became available with the advent of LNA colour centre lasers [6, 182] , which could be tuned to the required transitions with output powers of several watts. Based on these developments, a polarized 3 He target was developed for the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF) cooler ring, a 500 MeV polarized proton storage ring [130] . This target [106] utilized a storage cell of 400 mm length with crosssection 14 × 17 mm 2 . At a flow rate of 1.2 × 10 17 He s −1 , the resulting target areal density was 1.5 × 10 14 He cm −2 . The 'quasifree' scattering data were employed to confirm that the spin of the 3 He nucleus is carried predominantly by the neutron, thus making this a versatile polarized neutron target, e.g. for deep-inelastic electron scattering experiments investigating the spin structure of the neutron [46] . The HERMES 3 He target is described in section 7.5.
Storage cells
Storage cells were invented in order to create polarized gas targets of useful densities by compressing the limited flow from a polarized source. The huge gain factor of the order of 100 makes storage cells an indispensable tool for high-statistics experiments using polarized gas targets in storage rings. The accompanying disadvantages of depolarization and recombination in wall collisions, the restricted aperture for the ion beam or a background rate from scattering off the cell walls have to be minimized. The main goal of designing a target is to achieve a high target areal density, t, and high polarization, P , i.e. a target of high quality factor, QF:
In this section, we will first discuss limits on the storage cell geometry imposed by the storage ring and the underlying accelerator physics principles. Next, spin relaxation by wall collisions and spin-exchange collisions will be outlined and laboratory experiments presented. For a more general treatment, the basic concept of molecular flow in cells is reviewed. Here, the collision age, b, appears as a key quantity. Finally, we briefly discuss the sampling corrections that are required to relate average quantities seen by the particle beam traversing the cell on-axis (e.g. atom density, density of molecules originating from recombination of atoms, electron and nuclear polarization of atoms), and the same quantities are detected in a gas sample extracted from the centre of the cell for diagnostic purposes. We conclude with a few selected results and reference to further work.
Geometry of storage cells
We consider T-shaped storage cells (see figure 5 ) with a straight beam tube of length 2L and radius R and the feed tube attached to the cell centre. By inspecting equations (3.1)-(3.3), it follows that the target areal density, t, increases roughly with L 2 /R 3 , which implies a long target cell with minimum diameter for high density. On the other hand, a certain aperture size is required to accommodate the stored beam with its halo and to provide some safety margin for positioning errors.
Target cells are usually installed in the centre of a low beta section where the beam has a minimum cross-section. The lateral beam size is characterized by a (geometric) emittance [215] from which the 1σ size of the Gaussian beam can be calculated according to σ i = √ β i i (i = x, y). Here i refers to the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) phase spaces, and β i is the corresponding beta function of the storage ring at the target location [215] . β is of the order of 1 m, and is in the range 10 −6 -10 −7 rad m, resulting in σ values of fractions of a millimetre. A typical design criterion for the (inner) radius of the beam tube is R i = f × σ i + 1 mm (i = x, y), with the factor f in the range 10-15, and a constant increment of 1 mm provided as safety margin. Typical radii are 5-15 mm. The beam envelope has a parabolic shape with a minimum in the centre. This has to be taken into account for the design of long cells.
The length of storage cells may be limited by the finite detector acceptance. A long cell will also result in a high number of wall collisions, thus enhancing depolarization and recombination. Another limitation for the length comes from an increased rate of spinexchange collisions, which scale with the volume density, n. These effects will be discussed in more detail in section 4.3. In an electron storage ring, a system of collimators is required to shield the target from synchrotron photons produced by the magnetic elements upstream of the target section. The target cell is designed such that it is in the shadow of primary and single-scattered photons. As an example, the HERMES design is discussed in section 7.3.
Spin relaxation in storage cells
Relaxation processes within the polarized gas can alter the hyperfine population and consequently P e and P z . For deuterium, the nuclear tensor polarization, P zz , may be affected as well. Spin-relaxation processes are caused by two mechanisms: (i) wall collisions and (ii) spin-exchange collisions. In addition, the exchange of atoms due to the flow into and out of the cell needs to be taken into account.
The change of the population numbers, n k , with time is described by a rate equation [22, 195] :
The first term describes relaxation by wall collisions. The coefficient R ik contains the relaxation rate, T (i) Wall collisions. Atoms are adsorbed on the surface of a suitable cell wall for a very short time, τ s , only (<1 ns), i.e. they are physisorbed. The electron spin of the absorbed atom A interacts with the nuclear spins of hydrogen atoms from the polymer compound forming the surface. The interaction can be described by a fluctuating field, b(t), seen by the moving adsorbed atoms [201] . The relaxation rate, T −1 HW , for hydrogen atoms in a cell with wall W can be described [201, 22] as:
where j (ω ij ) is the spectrum of the correlation function, which depends on the Larmor frequencies, ω i (B) and ω j (B), and on τ c , a correlation time characteristic for the diffusion on the surface. The amplitude, C, depends in addition to τ c on τ s , on the average flight time, τ F , between adjacent wall collisions, and on the square of the fluctuating field. As spin relaxation is mediated by the interaction of the surface with the electron spins of the adsorbate, nuclear relaxation can be effectively suppressed by a strong magnetic field B B c . Measurements and simulations on the B-field dependence can be found in [8, 22] .
(ii) Spin-exchange collisions. They take place between two atoms in the gas phase. The interaction is driven by the large energy difference between the singlet and the triplet state, F = 0 and 1, respectively. The spin-exchange rate, T
−1
AA , between two identical atoms A from rate equation (4.2) can be written as:
Here, σ SE is the spin-exchange cross-section, which depends on the relative velocity, v, between the two atoms. According to Purcell and Field [170] , in a zero field the atomic spins F = 0, 1 are exchanged in such a collision with probability 1 2 . For HH collisions in the relevant temperature range, 100-300 K, σ SE is of the order of 2 × 10 −15 cm 2 and weakly dependent on v. For a central density of n = 10 12 cm −3 and v = 10 5 cm s −1 , the typical SE rate is T
With a typical mean residence time of atoms in a storage cell of 1 ms, the SE probability becomes roughly P SE ∼ = 20%. It should be noted that at the high densities present in LDS sources (see section 3.2) the SE rates are one to two orders of magnitude higher.
If a magnetic field is applied, the F = 1 states are no longer degenerate and all states |1 to |4 have to be considered individually. The z component of the total angular momentum, F , is conserved during collisions: m (1) F + m (2) F = const. Depending on the sum, exchange between certain pairs of hf states is possible, e.g. for m (i) F = 1, two hydrogen atoms in states |1 and |2 can exchange to states |1 and |4 . In a strong field with a sufficient number of SE collisions, P z changes from 0 to 1 and the electron polarization P e from 1 to 0, or vice versa. Due to decoupling, external fields of strength χ = B/B c slow down the effect of SE collisions. The time, T equ , to reach SE equilibrium is increased with respect to zero field by:
Compared with 20% SE probability in zero field (see the example above), this probability drops to less than 1% if a high field, χ 1, is applied. Similar conditions apply for deuterium, for which we refer the reader to [22, 212] . It should be noted that by measuring at constant input the substate population as a function of B, the central density, ρ 0 , can be deduced if σ SE is known [9] . By this method, the density of the HERMES target has been determined [108] .
Laboratory studies on spin relaxation and recombination
Storage of polarized hydrogen gas in a Pyrex vessel with Teflon-coated walls was first demonstrated by Ramsey's group [99] for the hydrogen maser. In 1980, the Wisconsin group showed that in such storage vessels the hydrogen atoms carry nearly full nuclear polarization, which survives in the presence of an ion beam [7] (section 3.1). However, nuclear scattering experiments had too low a rate for systematic tests. Instead, two kinds of laboratory studies have been performed for the development of polarized storage cells, which are described in the following. As cooling has a beneficial effect on the density, the temperature dependence is measured as well.
Experimental studies by the Wisconsin group.
The polarization of gas confined in tubular storage cells has been studied using a nuclear reaction at low energies as a polarimeter reaction, namely T( d, n) 4 He, which is sensitive to tensor polarization, P zz (see section 2.3). During an initial phase, pick-up of polarized electrons by fast D + ions was employed to study the cell properties [82, 216] . Later, D + ions were formed by electron impact in a strong magnetic field, extracted and analysed. The arrangement is shown in figure 9 [136] . . Two results on tensor polarization and recombination probability are shown in figure 10.
Experimental studies by the Heidelberg group.
In this approach, a sample beam of thermal atoms is extracted from the target gas and analysed by means of a Breit-Rabi polarimeter (BRP) [9, 11, 22, 66] . The BRP, which is discussed in section 6.2, measures the substate population, n i , with an accuracy of about 0.01. The basic arrangement of the Heidelberg test bench is shown in figure 11 [22, 101] . A polarized H or D atomic beam is injected into a test cell of box-shaped geometry located in a guide field of B 0.7 T. By means of a baffle, the direct beam is blocked and a diffuse beam of atoms with high collision age is formed, which is analysed by the BRP located downstream of the cell. By retracting the cell from the beam axis, the BRP is calibrated using the direct atomic beam from the source. The test cell was designed for a mean number of wall collisionsN = 3500, thus amplifying Figure 10 . Tensor polarization (a), and recombination probability per wall bounce (b) as a function of wall temperature, measured by extraction of ions [138] . N 0 is the average number of wall bounces for the cell used. all relaxation processes. In figure 12 the measured substate population, n i , for deuterium in a Teflon-coated cell as a function of B is shown [22, 101] . States |1 , |2 and |5 were injected. The solid line indicates their initial population of about 1 3 . In a high field, n 2 increases and n 1 and n 5 decrease. A significant population, n 6 , is also visible while n 3 = n 4 = 0. This can be explained by the effect of spin-exchange collisions. In a high field, the nuclei act as spectators. Therefore, the dominant SE reaction is |1 + |5 → |2 + |6 , resulting in an enhancement of |2 and a significant population of |6 . In a low field, many more SE channels open up and the spin temperature is approached rapidly [212] . Different surfaces have been studied [22] , such as Teflon, Drifilm [204] and Al with ice layer. Wall relaxation was found to be lowest for the Drifilm coating.
Molecular flow in storage cells
At the presently achievable gas densities, the flow of atoms and molecules within the storage cell is purely molecular, i.e. completely dominated by wall collisions [180] . In a first approximation, cells composed of cylindrical tubes can be calculated using an analytical Figure 12 . Dependence of the substate population on the strength of the guide field, for injected states |1 , |2 and |5 (see text) [22, 101] . formula derived from a diffusion equation. For a precise treatment of complex geometries, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are employed [10, 22, 44] . In a MC simulation it is assumed that adsorbed particles are re-emitted according to a cosine distribution [36] . The triangular density distribution calculated by a MC simulation for a storage cell with injection at the centre is shown in figure 13 [9] . The sharp peak at z = 0 results from the atomic jet injected via the feed tube. Additional features like recombination or depolarization induced by wall collisions can be taken into account. Recently, molecular flow in storage cells has been treated analytically based on diffusion theory [9, 10] , a comparatively simple and transparent approach. In addition to the diffusion process, the appearance of atoms, e.g. via ballistic injection, and the disappearance, e.g. via a chemical reaction including recombination, can be described.
Collision age b.
For the treatment of processes occurring at surfaces, the number, b, of collisions with the cell surface needs to be known. The task of the mathematical treatment is to calculate the collision age distribution (CAD), n(b, z), describing the density of atoms at position z with collision age b. The corresponding probabilities for processes occurring during wall collisions, such as recombination coefficient, γ r , or spin flip probabilities, γ e or γ z , for electronic and nuclear spins and the injected distributions have to be known. Then the resulting atomic densities in the various spin states and the density of molecules can be calculated using the CADs, which are functions of the geometry only [9] .
As an example we consider wall recombination described by the probability, γ r , per wall collision, of an atom to recombine. Then the probability of an atom having not recombined after b wall collisions is (1−γ r ) b , which can be approximated for γ r 1 by exp(−γ r b). The density of atoms, ρ a , which have survived recombination is defined as ρ a (z, γ r ) = n(z, γ r )/n(z, 0). By using the CAD, we can write:
which can be approximated by an integral if the average collision age, b , of the sample is high. A particularly simple form of n(b) holds if particles have a constant probability to escape from a volume, e.g. a sphere with a small exit hole. Then all the positions z within the volume are equivalent and the CAD is given by
and the result is simply
Equation (4.8) is already a reasonable approximation for other shapes and very small values of γ r . For complex geometries, realistic CADs are calculated applying the techniques outlined in [9, 10, 22] . An example is shown in figure 14 . One notes that young atoms (b = 20) are concentrated near z = 0 while old atoms (b = 260) are spread out over the entire cell. These CADs can be used to calculate atomic densities in the presence of recombination. As an example, the density, ρ a , of atoms surviving recombination is shown in figure 15 for a 400 mm long tube with homogeneous surface (γ r = const.) for three different values of γ r . The calculated survival probability, ρ a , is highest at z = 0 (injection) and falls off towards the ends. Both the central value and the slope depend on γ r , which implies that the recombination coefficient can be extracted from measurements of the degree of dissociation, α, performed on a sample beam extracted, e.g. from the cell centre if the injected dissociation fraction is known. 
The sampling problem.
There may be experiments that do not provide precise information on the target polarization from scattering processes with known sensitivity and sufficient count rate, e.g. high-energy electron scattering. In these cases the target polarization has to be deduced from measurements on the target itself. The method applied at HERMES is to extract a gas sample from the cell centre and to perform measurements on it. The geometry of the HERMES target cell is shown in figure 28 . The gas sample is extracted by means of a narrow 'sampling tube' and a wide 'extension tube' guiding the flow to the 'target gas analyser' (TGA) and BRP [11] . The sampling problem arises because the parameters of the target gas seen by the electron (or any other) beam may differ from quantities measured on the sample beam. The problem can be illustrated by means of figure 15 . The average atom density, t a , follows by folding ρ a with the triangular density distribution shown in figure 13 . For a homogeneous surface (γ r = const.), the density weighted average dissociation fraction in the cell, α r , can be calculated analytically as a function of γ r [10] . By comparing with the dissociation fraction measured on the sample beam, α TGA , the actual values of α r and γ r valid for the cell in its actual condition can be determined.
In reality, the assumption of a uniform surface is doubtful and must be constrained experimentally. The basic idea is that for given properties of the injected gas flow, e.g. 100% dissociation fraction, the measured sample beam parameters like α TGA restrict the range of possible surface parameters. Systematic studies have been performed for the HERMES target cell on the basis of the diffusion model [10] .
As a result, the (density weighted) dissociation fraction, α r , can be related to the measured α with the sampling correction factor, c α . The subscript r stands for 'recombination inside the cell' leading to molecules that may carry residual polarization. In addition, unpolarized molecules indistinguishable by the TGA originate from injection or from residual gas. From observations using the target diagnostics, the allowed range of parameters can be restricted, resulting in smaller errors for the sampling correction, c α , defined in equation (4.9). Additional information can be obtained because the tube conductance for molecules, H 2 , is reduced with respect to atoms. In case of sudden changes of the cell properties, e.g. due to a loss of the electron beam near the target accompanied by a temperature rise and/or a burst of photons removing adsorbates from the cell surface, the target density varies due to recombination in the cell. By comparing the luminosity of the scattering process [17] and α TGA , certain parameter ranges may be excluded.
The same formalism can be applied to the simulation of the effect of wall depolarization, which is characterized by a spin-flip probability, γ z for nuclear spins and γ e for electron spins. Also in this case, diagnostic results on P BRP e combined with the Moeller asymmetry of the luminosity monitor [17] may help restrict the sampling correction, c P , for the cell. A comprehensive discussion of the rate equation governing the change of the hfs state population and the resulting spin-flip probabilities in the presence of recombination and spin exchange are given in [10] .
Practical design of storage cells
The target cell is an integral part of both the storage ring and the experiment. It must not limit the acceptance of the storage ring and should provide a gas target with a high quality factor, QF, defined by equation (4.1). For targets with an absolute sampling polarimeter, a surface of extremely high quality is required in order to guarantee low errors of the sampling corrections, c α and c P , for dissociation fraction and polarization. The quality is mainly determined by the surface material, wall temperature and radiation dose produced by interaction of the highenergy beam with the target gas or with matter located close to the beam, like collimators. Synchrotron radiation present in electron machines may also influence the choice of the surface material.
For high-luminosity targets, a low wall temperature is advantageous in order to profit from the T −1/2 gain factor. For reasons of high thermal conductivity, thin low-A metal walls are the best choice, covered by a suitable coating. High-purity Al is the most widely used wall material [46] , covered with Teflon [29, 220] or with Drifilm [14, 53, 204] . In case of low radiation doses, e.g. in proton cooler rings [131] , Teflon is the best choice as known from the hydrogen maser [99] . For electron rings, coating with Drifilm, a hydrophobic silicon based polymer of high radiation hardness, is the preferred choice [13] . In table 2, target cells in various experiments are compared. It should be noted that the performance of target cells is very sensitive to the surface, which may be affected by the machine environment and details of the running conditions, spatial distribution of radiation dose, residual gas composition, etc. Consequently, storage cell targets must be tested in situ under realistic running conditions in order to make an objective assessment of its performance. In addition, the operating modecollimator setting, wall temperature, oxygen admixture of the gas fed to the dissociator, etchas to be carefully optimized. For this purpose, powerful target diagnostics is mandatory. Details of the different target designs are discussed in section 7.
Target sources
This section is restricted to sources of hydrogen and deuterium. A brief account of 3 He sources is given in section 7.5. Two basic methods to produce polarized hydrogen atoms are discussed [14] below: spin separation by inhomogeneous magnetic fields and polarization by spin exchange with optically pumped alkali vapour.
ABS for H and D
The energy-level diagram of ground-state H atoms as a function of magnetic field, B (figure 1), shows that for states 1 and 2 (electron spin projection m j = + 1 2 ), the energy, W , increases with B, while for states 3 and 4 (m j = − 1 2 ) the energy decreases with increasing B. It follows that in an inhomogeneous field, states 1 and 2 are driven towards regions of small |B|, while atoms in states 3 and 4 are driven towards large |B|. ABSs use multipole magnets (usually sextupole magnets) to selectively focus atoms in states 1 and 2 and to reject atoms in states 3 and 4. Table 1 (section 2) shows that for states 1 and 2, the average proton polarization is zero in a strong magnetic guide field and is P = 1 2 in a weak guide field. The discussion below shows how spin-separation sextupole magnets can be combined with RF transitions between hyperfine states to populate states that yield reversible proton polarization near P = ±1 in either a strong or a weak magnetic field over the target. Similarly, for deuterium targets, pure vector polarization or pure tensor polarization of reversible sign can be obtained.
The principles of ABSs have been presented by Haeberli [78] . Development work on ABSs, mostly done in connection with polarized-ion sources, has been reviewed repeatedly at conferences [34, 73, 74, 75, 185] . In modern sources, diffusion pumps have been replaced by turbomolecular pumps and cryopumps, and electromagnet sextupoles have been replaced by permanent magnet sextupoles, following the design proposed by Halbach [87] and first used by the FILTEX group [184, 198] . Descriptions of recent sources constructed specifically for use as polarized gas targets for H and D have been published by Wise, Stock, Eversheim, Szcerba and Nass [57, 125, 198, 200, 202, 217] . For short reports on targets under construction we refer to [53, 120, 194] . Below we present an overview of the principal design considerations.
A simplified drawing of a modern ABS is shown in figure 16 . The major components are:
• a dissociator, which dissociates H 2 gas to H, • a beam forming system that produces an intense, collimated atomic beam, • a set of sextupole magnets that separates atoms according to the electron spin projection, m j , • RF transitions that modify the hyperfine state population to produce the desired nuclear polarization, • a multistage differential pumping system designed to avoid loss of intensity from gas scattering. A common design uses a 50 cm long air-or water-cooled borosilicate glass tube of 1 cm inner diameter, which is coupled to a cooled exit nozzle. Most of the RF power is lost to heat of recombination in the discharge vessel and the nozzle. Nozzle cooling reduces the average velocity of the atomic beam, which in turn improves the acceptance angle of the spin-separation magnets. Recently, dissociators have been described [20, 100] , designed especially for high gas flows using a 400-1000 W microwave discharge at 2.45 GHz. The degree of dissociation, α, is defined in terms of the flux of H and the flux of H 2 out of the dissociator as α = flux H/(flux H + 2flux H 2 ). The preferred material for the nozzle is aluminium, which is readily machined, has adequate thermal conductivity and an oxide layer of low recombination coefficient near 80 K. The degree of dissociation is improved by addition of either O 2 (0.1-0.5%) or water vapour (0.5-1% [202] ) to the hydrogen gas. There is good evidence that condensation of water vapour on the nozzle reduces surface recombination. For very cold nozzles (35 K) , the large decrease in α for nozzle temperatures below ∼70 K can be alleviated by addition of N 2 [189] .
Under some conditions (flow rate <1 mbar litre s −1 , nozzle temperature 70-200 K), α exceeds 80% but decreases with increasing gas flow, independent of available RF power.
Beam-forming system.
The beam-forming system consists of the exit nozzle of the dissociator and two apertures (skimmer and collimator) that reduce the gas load into the magnet chamber.
The geometry of the beam-forming system has been optimized empirically over many years. A recent example is shown in figure 18 . The best beam intensity is obtained with a nozzle length of 8-10 mm and diameter of 2-3 mm. Dividing the space between the nozzle and the sextupole entrance into two short sections reduces the loss by scattering. The first two chambers are pumped by fast turbomolecular pumps (≈2000-5000 litre s −1 for H 2 ). The forward intensity of H 2 as a function of nozzle temperature and gas flow into the dissociator ( figure 17) shows saturation of the intensity at high flow rates and a strong decrease of intensity with decreasing nozzle temperature [103, 217] . These studies are made with H 2 rather than H to avoid complications from changes in degree of dissociation. The gas attenuation illustrated in figure 17 is not caused by insufficient pumping capacity, as can readily be shown by adding pumps or by adding different amounts of background gas [217] . Attenuation is caused by scattering from particles that pass through the beam after hitting a nearby surface (e.g. skimmer) and by intra-beam scattering, i.e. scattering that occurs between the faster particles of the beam overtaking slower particles within the beam.
The velocity spread of the atomic beam from the dissociator is of interest because a small thermal spread in velocity improves the ability to focus the atoms in the sextupole system. In addition, lowering the velocity spread lowers intra-beam scattering. Measurements [124, 199] show that the internal temperature of the beam is considerably less than the nozzle temperature, e.g. 20-60 K beam temperature (depending on nozzle diameter) for an 80 K nozzle. The beam is thus supersonic with Mach number 1.4-3.3. figure 16 vs flow rate into the dissociator for different nozzle temperatures [217] .
collimator 1st sextupole magnet Figure 18 . Geometry of cooled nozzle and beam-forming system of the ANKE target source [120] . The distance from the nozzle exit to the skimmer is 15 mm.
5.1.3.
Spin-separation sextupole system. For multipole magnets (quadrupole, sextupole, etc) the field strength, |B|, depends only on the distance, r, from the axis. Consequently, the potential energy W = µB of an atom with dipole moment µ depends only on r and thus the force on the atom is radial. For sextupole magnets, the magnitude of B is proportional to r 2 , where B m is the field strength at the location of the pole tip, r m :
In the approximation that the magnetic moment of the atom is given by µ B (Bohr magneton), the atoms in a sextupole experience a harmonic-oscillator potential that is attractive for states 1 and 2 but repulsive for states 3 and 4. In reality, one needs to take into account that near the axis of the multipole magnet the field is weak, so that for the mixed states 2 and 4 (equation (2.4) ) the effective magnetic moment of the atom is reduced.
For illustration, it may be useful to first consider a magnet with a cylindrical bore of radius r m , and a point source of atoms on axis at the magnet entrance. Atoms entering this magnet within a cone of opening angle, α 0 , make harmonic oscillations about the magnet axis with an amplitude <r m , i.e. they pass through the magnet without hitting the pole pieces. The magnet acceptance solid angle = πα 2 0 , averaged over the velocity distribution of the beam, is approximately [78] :
where T is the temperature of the source. Other things being equal, the acceptance angle increases with lower beam temperature and with increasing pole tip field. For B m = 1 T and T = 100 K, the acceptance angle α 0 = 80 mrad and = 0.02 sr. Beyond some point, the benefit of low beam temperature is offset by increased scattering losses and deteriorating degree of dissociation at a low nozzle temperature. A nozzle temperature of 65-80 K is common [198, 202, 217] , but a temperature of 35 K with correspondingly reduced gas throughput (scattering losses) has been used for applications where beam density rather than intensity was of primary interest [33, 45, 57, 89, 189] .
For segmented sextupole permanent magnets [87, 183, 211] , the pole tip field is nearly independent of the bore of the magnet and with the best modern materials approaches 1.7 T [210] . The first magnet of entrance diameter of about 10 mm provides a radial gradient of 5.7 T cm −1 . These magnets can be built in short sections to provide gaps for pumping. Superconducting sextupole magnets are used as well [94] . Gradients of 6.9 T cm −1 and 4.4 T cm −1 have been reported for magnets of inner diameter 2.0 cm and 4.4 cm, respectively. It has been shown that chromatic aberrations (i.e. the effect of velocity spread) in the beam transport can be reduced by use of a tapered inner diameter [107] and by arranging the magnets in two groups separated by a drift space [71] . The geometry of the spin-separation magnets is optimized by transport calculations that take into account not only the geometry of beamforming and sextupole magnets, but also empirical data on the variation of velocity distribution, dissociation degree and gas attenuation with nozzle temperature and with gas flow rate into the dissociator [22, 103, 217] . Good agreement has been observed between predicted and measured beam properties (intensity, beam profile) [217] . A new method to analyse the chromatic focusing properties of sextupole systems by means of a time-of-flight method is described in [12] .
Nuclear polarization (RF transitions).
While the sextupole magnets isolate atoms only according to electron spin, desired nuclear spin states can be obtained by RF transitions between hyperfine states, using different variations of the adiabatic passage method, which was proposed by Abragam and Winter [1] and discussed in detail by Beurtey [18] . The RF transition units are denoted as weak-field, medium-field or strong-field transitions (properly called twolevel transitions). Common to all adiabatic transitions is that they cause an interchange between states. As an example, a weak-field transition for H interchanges populations of states with m F = +1 and states with m F = −1. Since after the sextupole magnet state 3 (m F = −1) is unoccupied, interchange of populations 1 ↔ 3 transfers all atoms in state 1 to state 3. The resulting population (states 2 + 3) has nuclear polarization P = −1 in a strong external field. A two-level transition interchanges populations 2 ↔ 4, leading to states 1 + 4, which have polarization P = +1 in a strong field. Thus by switching RF oscillators on and off, a large nuclear polarization is obtained that can be reversed in a small fraction of a second without any change in the number of particles. Compact RF transition units with transition probabilities well above 90% have been developed primarily in connection with polarized-ion sources. Medium-field transitions, developed in connection with polarized Na sources [96] , are particularly flexible since different transitions can be selected simply by changing the static magnetic field by a small amount. The literature describing the construction and performance of RF transition units is found in [11, 49, 63, 66, 177, 190, 202] .
From table 1 (section 2), one notes that a large proton polarization in a weak magnetic field requires atoms in a single hyperfine state. A weak guide field is preferred in low-energy storage rings to avoid distortions of the closed orbit. Atoms in state 1 (P = +1) can be prepared by inserting a 2 ↔ 4 transition after a first sextupole magnet, followed by another sextupole magnet, which rejects state 2 atoms ( figure 16 ). In spite of the intensity loss, this will increase the figure of merit I × P 2 (equation (4.1) ). Opposite proton polarization is obtained either by reversing the (weak) guide field over the target or by inducing a 1 ↔ 3 interchange after the second six-pole magnet.
Similarly, for a deuteron target, transitions between two sextupoles are required to obtain the highest vector or tensor polarizations in either a strong or a weak field, since only two states have the maximum possible degree of polarization (table 1) . Schemes suitable for deuteron targets in a weak [177] and in a strong [49] guide field have been described in the literature. Reversible pure vector and pure tensor polarization of deuterium targets can be achieved by these methods.
Performance of ABSs.
Atomic beam flux can be measured accurately by an arrangement referred to as a compression tube: a cylindrical tube (typically 10-12 mm inside diameter, length 10-15 cm) is connected to a vessel in which the pressure rise caused by the beam entering the volume is observed. Metered amounts of H 2 are admitted to the volume to check the linearity of the system and to provide an absolute calibration [198, 217] . Since H and H 2 have different gas conductance and different gauge response values, the material of the vessel (e.g. stainless steel) is chosen to encourage rapid recombination of the atoms in the vessel. The geometries of the compression tube and the feed tube (see figure 5) have to be equal.
Measurements on modern ABSs using permanent-magnet sextupole systems [92, 120, 125, 198, 217] consistently report intensities (two hyperfine states) in the range (6.5±0.5)×10 16 H s −1 into a 10 mm diameter compression tube 100 mm long placed 20-30 cm after the last sextupole magnet (see figure 16) . A measurement of the beam intensity profile shows a full-width at half-maximum of 4.5 mm [217] . Measured intensities agree with design predictions to better than 20%.
The nature of the intensity limitations of the atomic-beam method has been discussed by Steffens [193] . The principal limitation is related to the problem of forming a high-intensity directed beam without loss by residual gas scattering and intra-beam scattering, a problem that has only very recently become accessible by computer simulations [123, 124] .
Ultra-cold polarized H jet
Work at the University of Michigan [19, 110, 111] exploits the unique properties of very cold H atoms for the development of a H-jet target. Hydrogen atoms from a dissociator enter a cold (0.3 K) cell located in a 12 T solenoid. The cell is coated with superfluid 4 He to suppress surface recombination. Since µB kT , the magnetic field gradient at the exit of the solenoid separates atoms according to their electron spin. States 1 and 2 are repelled by the solenoid field gradient, forming a rather monochromatic beam. After an RF transition (2 ↔ 4) the beam is focused by a superconducting sextupole, selecting state 1 and rejecting state 4. Recently, a flux of 2.2 × 10 15 H s −1 was observed over an area of 1.4 mm × 11 mm, corresponding to a jet target thickness of 1.1 × 10 12 H cm −2 for the long dimension of the beam [111] .
Spin-exchange optical pumping of H and D (LDS)
The so-called LDS of polarized H atoms is based on spin-exchange collisions between initially unpolarized hydrogen atoms with alkali atoms polarized by optical pumping. On the surface the idea is attractive: a 2 W laser provides some 10 19 photons s −1 . If on average four photons are needed to pump an alkali atom, a rough estimate would say that the production rate of polarized H should be at least 10 18 H s −1 , an order of magnitude above the intensity provided by modern ABSs.
A simplified diagram of a LDS is shown in figure 19 . Potassium vapour from a heated ampoule enters a spin-exchange cell that is connected to an RF dissociator supplying unpolarized H (or D) atoms to the cell. Within the cell the alkali atoms are polarized in electron spin by optical pumping with intense circularly polarized light from a laser. The hydrogen atoms acquire electron polarization by spin-exchange collisions (section 4.3). Subsequently, the hyperfine interaction causes the proton polarization to increase at the expense of the electron polarization, but the electron polarization is replenished in further spin-exchange collisions. Eventually, the electron polarization, P e , in H approaches the polarization, P a , of the alkali atoms, provided the rate of spin exchange collisions is large compared with the spin relaxation rate of H. Spin relaxation occurs from wall collisions, collisions with H 2 or impurities and from the loss of polarized atoms that exit the pumping cell and are replaced by unpolarized atoms from the dissociator. The apparatus is made of glass and is heated to some 250˚C to avoid condensation of alkali vapour. Spin relaxation in wall collisions and H recombination is reduced by an organosilane wall coating (Drifilm, see [59, 201, 204] ).
Nuclear polarization.
A strong magnetic field (χ = B/B c 1) over the spinexchange cell is required to avoid radiation trapping [209] . The presence of a magnetic field decouples the proton in H from the electron and thus inhibits the polarization transfer from the (polarized) electron to the nucleus. However, Walker and Anderson [212] pointed out that even in a strong field the nuclear polarization builds up, provided the atoms undergo a sufficient number of spin-exchange collisions. They developed rate equations that give the evolution of the hyperfine state populations for H and D as a function of number of spin-exchange Figure 19 . Schematic picture of a LDS to polarize deuterium gas by spin exchange with optically pumped potassium [97] .
collisions. In each spin-exchange collision, approximately 1/χ 2 of the electron spin polarization is transferred to the nucleus. After a large number of collisions a 'spin-temperature equilibrium' is approached in which the polarizations of the hydrogen electron and nuclear spins become equal to the alkali spin polarization. The sign of the proton polarization can be reversed by reversing the circular polarization of the pumping light. For deuterium, however, the tensor polarization, P zz , depends on the square of the electron polarization [197] and thus is always positive and tends to be small unless large electron polarization is achieved.
A spin-temperature equilibrium requires a long dwell time in the spin-exchange cell, particularly for deuterium. In a 2.2 kG field, which corresponds to χ = 4.3 for H and χ = 19 for D, about 45 and 800 spin-exchange collisions are required, respectively, to reach 90% of spin-temperature equilibrium. The long dwell time in turn increases loss in polarization and recombination in wall collisions. Presence of D 2 (or H 2 ) in the spin-exchange cell from recombination and incomplete dissociation needs to be minimized since molecules represent an unpolarized contaminant and may contribute to depolarization of atoms in the cell by chemical exchange reactions. Evidence for spin-temperature equilibria for H and for D was reported by Stenger et al [196] and by Fedchak et al [60] . The problem of reaching a spin-temperature equilibrium is alleviated if the atoms leaving the cell enter a transition tube with a smaller magnetic field [212, 213] . [38, 60, 128, 129, 196] , as well as in a report [41] and dissertations [31, 186] . In most cases, the nuclear polarization of the atoms emerging from the source was not measured directly but was inferred from observations of the electron polarization determined by passing a beam of atoms from the LDS through sextupole magnets and RF transition units. Walker and Anderson [213] and Stenger and Rith [195] presented interesting numerical examples that illustrate the compromises that are necessary to optimize LDS performance. The models explain most features of the ANL source [128, 129] .
Construction and performance. LDSs have been described in journals
To illustrate the present state of LDS development, we summarize the parameters of the source recently built at the University of Illinois [31, 32, 98] . The design was based on earlier work at Argonne National Laboratory [60, 128, 129] .
Circularly polarized laser light from two 3 W Ti : sapphire lasers, each pumped by a 20 W Ar-ion laser, polarizes potassium vapour in a 22 cm long spin-exchange cell. The dwell time of D atoms in this cell is 6.5 ms, which is to be compared with the time constant to reach a spin temperature equilibrium of 0.9 ms in a magnetic field of 80 mT. The optimum hydrogen and deuterium flow rates into the dissociator are 1 × 10 18 atoms s −1 and 7 × 10 17 atoms s −1 , respectively. Atoms emerging from the spin-exchange cell entered a target cell, but a small fraction of atoms passed through the target cell directly into the atomic polarimeter, where a quadrupole magnet focuses H atoms with electron spin m j = + 1 2 into the quadrupole mass analyser. The change in analyser signal when the pumping light is turned on or off determines the electron polarization, P e = 0.45. The change in signal when the dissociator is turned on or off yields the atomic fraction, which is found to decrease from 50% to 40% over an 8 day running period. The target polarization for the H target, determined by pp elastic scattering, varies between P = 0.10 and 0.17 [98] . The target polarization is consistent with the assumption that the proton polarization equals the electron polarization and that the molecules are unpolarized. For the deuteron target, the polarization was somewhat lower, even though the electron polarization was the same as for H. A plausible explanation is that a spin-temperature equilibrium may not be reached for D. The estimated tensor polarization of P zz < 0.015 is too small for measurements of tensor asymmetries.
At the present state of development, the LDS provides a factor of 10 larger flux than the atomic-beam method, but at least a factor of 5 lower proton polarization, so that the figure of merit (equation (4.1)) favours the atomic-beam method. The problems of low electron polarization and low atomic fraction are related to recombination and depolarization in wall collisions. In particular, surface deterioration in the presence of the alkali needed for optical pumping is a problem. Whether improved wall treatments can be developed remains to be seen.
Target polarization measurement
The most direct way to determine the target polarization is the use of a calibrated reaction, i.e. a scattering or reaction process for which the analysing power is known to good accuracy. Availability of a calibrated reaction at one energy within the energy range of the facility is sufficient since the target polarization is independent of the energy of the incident beam. Another method consists of extracting ions formed in the target gas by the beam and measuring their polarization in a low-energy polarimeter external to the storage ring. Ion extraction has been used with a deuterium target in a longitudinal magnetic field but is precluded in storage cell targets operating in a strong transverse magnetic field. A third method measures the polarization of the target atoms that escape through a small aperture in the storage cell by means of an atomic beam polarimeter. The method has the advantage that operation of the target can be checked even when the high-energy beam is not available but needs to account for possible variations of polarization along the target cell. In addition, the effect of molecules has to be taken into account.
Calibrated reactions
For internal H targets in proton storage rings, the accurately known analysing power in pp elastic scattering provides a convenient way of measuring the target polarization to an accuracy of 1-2%. The measurement of analysing powers and spin correlation coefficients by the PINTEX collaboration at the Indiana University storage ring depends ultimately on an absolute measurement of the pp analysing power at an energy of 183.1 MeV, which is accurate to 0.8% [167] . The known target polarization, combined with the ability to change the energy of the stored proton beam, permitted the measurement of pp analysing powers from 200 to 450 MeV over a wide range of angles and provides a secondary standard with a scale factor uncertainty of 1.3% for target polarization determination in this energy range [133, 168] . At COSY, the target polarization measurement is based on pp analysing powers at 730 MeV, accurate to better than 2% [114] .
For deuterium targets, one needs to determine both vector and tensor polarization. The most attractive analysing reaction is pd elastic scattering, which has a large cross-section and large analysing powers [86, 181] . The reaction is used at IUCF to measure the deuteron target polarization [169] .
The calibration of P zz by quasi-elastic electron scattering off a deuteron target at 2 GeV beam energy is described in [68] .
Extraction of ions from target
The method proposed by Price and Haeberli [136] is illustrated schematically in figure 20 . Ions formed by the high-energy beam in the storage cell are accelerated to a few keV energy by an extraction electrode and deflected out of the way by an electrostatic deflector. After mass [136] . Ions formed in the target gas are accelerated to a few keV by an extraction electrode before deflection by an electrostatic deflector. The magnet that provides a longitudinal guide field over the storage cell is not shown. For bench tests of targets, the high-energy beam is replaced by an electron beam of a few keV energy, in which case the electrostatic deflector can be omitted.
analysis and additional acceleration the polarization of the ions is measured in a polarimeter. A repellor prevents ions from leaving the opposite end of the storage cell. It is assumed that an axial magnetic guide field is applied to the cell. The short time of the ionizing collision assures that the precession of the nuclear spin in the ionization process is entirely negligible [93] .
The ion extraction polarimeter used to measure the deuteron tensor polarization at NIKHEF has been described by Zhou et al [222] . One advantage of ion extraction is that the polarimeter measures the average polarization over the target irrespective of temporal or spatial variation of target polarization in the cell (e.g. axial variation from wall depolarization, radial variation from bunch-field depolarization). It has been shown that uniform ion extraction over the entire length of a storage cell can be achieved [136] . However, for targets with a strong transverse magnetic field, ion extraction is not feasible.
Nuclear reactions suitable for measuring the polarization of protons or deuterons extracted from H and D gas targets have been discussed by Price and Haeberli [136] . The tensor polarization of deuterium targets is conveniently measured by the reaction 3 H(d,n) 4 He [65] . The J π = 3 2 + S-wave resonance at 107 keV is responsible for the large cross-section at low deuteron energies (e.g. 100 mb sr −1 at 50 keV) and for the large tensor analysing power. The deuteron tensor polarization causes an anisotropy in neutron intensity with respect to the deuteron alignment axis. Deuterated Ti targets are commercially available. The mirror reaction 3 He(d,p) 4 He has been used as well [67] . The measurement of proton polarization and of deuteron vector polarization require orbital angular momentum l > 0 in the incident channel and thus considerably higher bombarding energies. To limit expense and complexity, reactions requiring <300 keV energy are preferred. Suitable low-energy reactions are available [27, 136] , but no applications to ion extraction polarimeters for polarized gas targets have been reported.
It has been proposed that instead of a nuclear reaction, the polarization of low-energy proton or deuteron beams can be measured by atomic methods [24, 90] employing the unique properties of the Lamb-shift in the n = 2 excited state of H. The method is based on converting the polarized protons or deuterons to H atoms in the 2S metastable excited state by electron pickup in a suitable electron donor gas or vapour. For 10 keV protons in alkali vapour (Cs, Na) about 10% can be converted to H(2S). The 2S atoms enter a 'spin-filter' [113] that is tuned to pass 2S atoms in any one desired hyperfine state, while the remainder of the 2S atoms are 'quenched' within the filter, i.e. are made to decay to the ground state. The spin-filter consists of an elaborate combination of a static magnetic field and an oscillating field in a cavity. Further downstream, the atoms that passed the filter are detected by their Lyman-α photon signal when those atoms too are made to decay to the ground state. The spin-filter can be swept to record the substate populations one by one. Excellent separation between individual substates has been achieved [116] . A Lamb-shift polarimeter will be installed in the ANKE polarized target at COSY [55] . A simpler Lamb-shift polarimeter that uses only static fields was proposed by Heberle [90] . The method has been used to measure the beam polarization from polarized-ion sources [16, 127, 221] .
Extraction of atoms
Using the same technique as employed in sources, the substate population of a beam of atoms can be determined. Possible techniques are (i) atomic beam magnetic resonance and (ii) production of fast metastable atoms and selective quenching based on the Lamb-shift. Method (ii) is applied at the ANKE target at COSY (Jülich) [55, 188] .
The first method (i) has been employed to investigate atomic beams from an ABS directly, e.g. of a jet target [58, 122] , and of an effusive sample beam extracted from a storage cell target. This method is routinely employed at the HERMES target [108] since 1996. It should be noted that the brightness of the sample beam is lower than the primary atomic beam injected into the storage cell by a factor 10 3 -10 4 . Therefore, detection of the sample beam requires very high sensitivity, e.g. lock-in and ion counting techniques.
Breit-Rabi polarimeter.
In figure 28 the geometry of the HERMES target cell with sample tube for extraction of a sample beam is shown. In figure 21 the whole target arrangement is shown schematically, including the TGA [15] for measurement of the fraction of molecules Figure 21 . Schematic representation of the HERMES deuterium target (ABS = atomic beam source, TGA = target gas analyser, BRP = Breit-Rabi polarimeter) [11] . and the BRP [11, 22, 66] for detection of the substate population. The BRP is an improved version of the device used in the Heidelberg test bench (see figure 11) . Atoms entering the BRP first pass a set of RF transitions where the population is exchanged in a controlled way. They are then analysed by means of a set of sextupole magnets transmitting atoms in states with m j = + 1 2 only. The remaining atoms are detected by a sensitive arrangement consisting of a beam chopper, QMS with 90˚deflection and Channeltron ion detector, located in a separate chamber with high pumping speed.
The basic idea [66] of the BRP is to measure detector signals, S, with certain RF transitions (i ↔ k) between states |i and |k on and off. The normalized ratio, R ik , of a signal S on/off ik is defined as:
These ratios can be related to ratios formed by population numbers, n j , e.g. for the (2 ↔ 4) transition (see figure 1) we obtain in the most simple case of ideal (100%) transition efficiencies:
Here n i = 1 has been used. By measuring a sufficient number of different R ik , the population numbers n i can be extracted using matrix inversion.
In reality, the efficiencies ik of the RF transitions are unknown and <100%. In addition, realistic transmission factors σ i of the sextupole system need to be introduced. The corresponding formalism and measuring procedure is described in [11] . By measuring a high number of different combinations of RF transitions in source and BRP, a fit to an overdetermined system of equations can be performed, resulting in precise determination of all the transmissions and efficiencies involved. For hydrogen, the error on the efficiencies, ik , i.e. the probability of exchange of states |i and |k , is in the range 0.4-1.4% [11] .
Operational storage ring targets
In this section, we will review the characteristics and performance of polarized gas targets that have been used for experiments. All of these were used as internal targets in storage rings, and most of them took advantage of the increased target thickness offered by use of target cells (storage cells). While during the early stages of development of storage cell targets it was thought to be necessary to open up the cell for injection and accumulation of the beam in the storage ring (clam-shell cell), satisfactory beam accumulation has been achieved with stationary cells. The most important parameters of these targets are summarized in table 3.
Atomic-beam jet targets
The EDDA experiment is unique among the recent polarized internal target experiments in that it employed a jet target rather than a storage cell. Measurements of the analysing power, A y , in pp elastic scattering with this target were reported by Altmeier et al [5] . The small target thickness inherent in polarized-jet targets in this case was compensated in part by the large cross-section for pp elastic scattering, by the large (unpolarized) beam current (6 mA) in the storage ring (COSY) and by a large-acceptance detector. Data were taken at the same time over the entire range of projectile momenta between 1000 and 3300 MeV c −1 in cycles of about 13 s duration while the beam energy in the ring was changed.
The polarized target is shown in figure 22 . The atomic beam [57] uses a relatively cold beam (nozzle temperature 30 K). The permanent-magnet sixpoles and RF transition select Figure 22 . Schematic top view of the EDDA jet target and detector [178] .
H atoms in state 1, so that high polarization is achieved in a weak magnetic guide field (B x , B y ∼ 10 mT). The polarization profile is shown in figure 23 . The effective target thickness of 1.6 × 10 11 atoms cm −2 determined from the pp count rate is in good agreement with the 1.8 × 10 11 atoms cm −2 predicted by the atomic-beam transport calculation [28] . The variation of polarization across the atomic beam is caused primarily by unpolarized background gas.
A luminosity of 8 × 10 27 cm −2 s −1 was achieved. The direction of target polarization was changed from +x to −x, +y and −y from cycle to cycle. The average target polarization over the accepted region along the beam (∼13 mm) varied from one running period to the next (between 66% and 72%) but was stable during a given run period of up to two weeks.
At the Brookhaven RHIC collider ring, the polarization of the circulating 250 GeV proton beam is to be measured by pp scattering, using a H-jet target whose polarization is measured with a polarimeter similar to the one in use at HERMES. It is expected that observation of the analysing power in pp collision with a known target polarization will allow determination of the unknown beam polarization to better than 5% [112, 218] . 
ABS storage-cell targets for ion-storage rings
The early work with a storage-cell target in the low-energy ion-storage ring at the Max Planck Institute in Heidelberg (test storage ring, TSR) was described in section 3.1. Most of the available information on the performance of storage-cell targets in ion storage rings derives from an extended series of experiments at the IUCF by the PINTEX collaboration. At COSY, work with storage-cells targets for the EDDA and ANKE experiments is still under development [26, 56, 62, 120] .
Storage-cell aperture.
A small cell aperture increases the target thickness but limits the acceptance of the storage ring and thus adversely affects the beam life time. The parameters that influence the time-averaged luminosity have been discussed by Pollock et al [132] . A review of design constraints for target cells in ion storage rings has been presented by Meyer [117] . To determine the optimum cell aperture for the polarized gas target at IUCF, the beam lifetime was studied as a function of the position of slit jaws that were successively moved into the beam to simulate various rectangular cell apertures. For each setting of the slits the beam lifetime was measured as a function of target thickness. The time-averaged luminosity as a function of cell aperture for this particular ring has a broad maximum at about 6 × 8 mm 2 . However, for the measurements of spin correlation in pp scattering, a somewhat larger aperture (8 × 8 mm 2 ) was chosen to ease beam accumulation and to reduce the chance of background from interactions with the cell wall. In later experiments the cell aperture was increased to 10 × 10 mm 2 to accommodate small beam motions during ramping of the beam energy in the ring from 200 MeV at injection to 450 MeV and back down. The loss in target thickness was offset by the increase in beam accumulation.
Cell construction.
The PINTEX target cell used for measurements of pp spin correlation had thin walls of self-supporting Teflon foil of thickness 0.43 mg cm −2 that permitted detection of recoil protons of energies down to ∼200 keV in coincidence with forward protons. The foils are stretched between four narrow vanes (figure 24) to form a target tube of square cross-section and 25 cm length [48, 109] . Rather than the common left-right and Recent measurements of the spin dependence in pion production in pp → ppπ 0 required a target cell that permits access to all azimuthal angles without any obstructions. The target cell consists of a self-supporting 12 mm diameter cylindrical tube made from 25 µm aluminium foil to which a 1 cm diameter feed tube was attached by spot welding [175] . In both cases, the atomic beam axis is tilted backwards from 90˚to avoid obstruction of the forward hemisphere.
Target performance. An ABS [217] injects 3.5 × 10
16 H s −1 into the 1 cm diameter entrance tube of the storage cell. Atoms are in a single spin state to achieve high polarization in the presence of a weak magnetic field (0.3 mT) over the target. Measurement of the target polarization made use of the pp analysing power at 183.1 MeV (θ = 8.64˚), which is known to an absolute accuracy of 0.8% [167] . The guide field is switched every 2 s to change the orientation of the target polarization between +x, −x, +y, −y, +z, −z, shown in figure 25 . The average target polarization over a 1 week measuring period is P = 0.79 ± 0.01 [85] . The target polarization for the x and y guide fields is the same to better than 1% and constant over a 1 week measuring period but is about 10% less than the value expected from the calculated spin-rejection factor of the ABS and the measured transition probability of the RF transition unit [179] . A possible explanation could be depolarization of H-atoms in wall collisions, in which case the target polarization would show a position-dependence since atoms near the ends of the cell have undergone more wall collisions than atoms near the centre. However, the data (in figure 26) show no variation along the cell. The results indicate a depolarization probability per wall collision of less than 2 × 10 −4 [85] . It is interesting that the same 10% discrepancy between expected and measured polarization was observed for the target cell in the Heidelberg TSR [220] . Depolarization from spin-exchange collisions is suppressed since the target is in a pure spin state. The target thickness deduced from pp count rates for a single hyperfine state of H with the target cell at room temperature is 3.1 × 10 13 atoms cm −2 , in good agreement with the value expected from the known atomic beam intensity. Variation of target thickness over 1 week is less than 10%. In recent experiments, a luminosity of 6 × 10 28 was observed.
An illustration of the low background achieved with polarized storage-cell targets is shown in figure 27 . The number of pp elastic scattering events vs azimuthal opening angle shows a sharp, narrow peak superimposed on a broader quasifree background distribution [171] . The lower curve shows the shape of quasifree events observed with N 2 in the target. After applying additional criteria (energy, angle) in the event selection, the background fraction is 0.2%. Similarly, the low background made it possible to clearly identify π 0 production in pp collisions near the threshold, where the cross-section is as low as 10 µb [119] .
Recent studies with a polarized deuterium target [169] confirm the prediction by Walker and Anderson [212] that the deuteron tensor polarization is affected by spin-exchange collisions in a storage cell even at densities below 10 12 D cm −3 . The deuterium atoms injected into the cell had equal populations of hyperfine states 1, 2 and 3. While the tensor polarization decreases, the vector polarization remains essentially constant for target densities between 3 × 10 11 and 9 × 10 11 D cm −3 .
ABS storage-cell targets for electron-storage rings
Electron storage rings are operated at medium to high energy (1-30 GeV) and high currents (30-200 mA) . Due to the high Lorentz-γ , a substantial emission of synchrotron radiation Figure 27 . Azimuthal distribution of events for 200 MeV proton scattering from a polarized hydrogen gas target [171] . is the difference in azimuthal angle between two coincident protons. The sharp peak at = 180˚is caused by pp scattering, while the broad peak is caused by background events. The -distribution for background events is illustrated by the lower curve, which was obtained with N 2 in the target. The sharp peaks indicated by the solid line are the events that pass a cut imposed by kinematic fitting of events. After taking into account additional kinematic constraints (proton energy and angle-sharp, narrow peak) the background rate is 0.2% [171] .
occurs that is concentrated around the electron beam axis. This radiation traversing the cell on-axis may add up to more than 100 W. Therefore, in order to protect the target cell from excessive heating and to avoid scattering of synchrotron photons from the cell walls into the detectors, a collimator system is required that restricts the photon beam emerging from the upstream part of the storage ring to a small region near the beam axis. Another characteristic feature of a stored electron beam is the strong bunching that results from the RF acceleration necessary in order to replace the energy lost by synchrotron radiation. The bunches arrive at a frequency f b of the order of one to several megahertz. Thus, the Fourier spectrum consists of harmonics n × f b extending to very high frequencies in excess of several GHz. These harmonics may affect the operation of the target in two ways: (i) RF heating. Harmonics at high frequencies may coincide with resonant modes of conducting structures seen by the electron beam, in particular the target chamber and cell. Consequently, the beam is surrounded throughout the target chamber by narrow metal tubes with pumping slits of small size in order to confine the electro-magnetic field and avoid excitation of cavity modes. (ii) Bunch-field depolarization. Harmonics n × f b may induce RF transitions between states |i and |k if the following condition holds: W ik = h × n × f b , W ik being the energy difference and h the Planck constant. W ik depends on the magnetic guide field. Therefore, bunch-field depolarization can be suppressed by a suitable choice of the magnetic field [3, 220] .
In the following, three different polarized targets in an electron storage ring are discussed.
The VEPP-3 target at BINP (Novosibirsk).
The first experiments with an internal polarized target were performed at VEPP-3, a 2 GeV electron-storage ring. After an initial phase with a polarized D jet at a target density of 2 × 10 11 cm −2 [50, 58] , storage cells of various kind have been used, starting with a passive uncooled cell of 46 × 24 mm 2 elliptical cross-section, 920 mm in length, coated with Drifilm [122] . An important finding was that the target P zz stayed constant over a period of six months in 1988-89 [206] . In a second phase, 1992-94, an active, i.e. movable, cell of reduced cross-section (20 × 10 mm 2 ) and 570 mm length was used. In 1999, both the target source and the interaction region and cell were completely rebuilt. The ABS was equipped with superconducting sextupoles that increased the intensity from 1.5 × 10 16 to 6.5 × 10 16 D s −1 [95] . The electron-beam optics were modified to enable the use of a passive cell with cross-section 24 × 13 mm 2 [207] . In 2001, a target density of 2.5 × 10 13 cm −2 and a tensor polarization of about 44% of the maximum values +1 and −2 were reported [208] .
The Amsterdam pulse stretcher target at NIKHEF (Amsterdam).
The target was operated at the Amsterdam pulse stretcher (AmPS) facility supplied with up to 720 MeV electrons from a linac. In a first phase, an ABS of limited intensity was used to inject into the target cell made of Al foil with Teflon coating 15 mm diameter and 400 mm long, cooled to 150 K [64] . For deuterium, densities of 2 × 10 13 cm −2 with maximum P zz = +0.5/−1.0 were achieved. In order to raise the luminosity, the target was upgraded by changing to permanent sextupole magnets, enlarging the cell length to 600 mm and improving the differential pumping. A special magnet was employed in order to produce a guide field in arbitrary directions. This limits the available field strength to about 50 mT, resulting in insufficient decoupling for hydrogen. The performance figures are listed in table 3 [29].
The HERMES target for hydrogen and deuterium at DESY (Hamburg).
The experiment [2] is located in the 300 m long East straight section of the HERA electron-storage ring, which is part of the HERA ep Collider. Polarized electrons or positrons of 27.5 GeV are circulated with currents up to 50 mA. The target cell is located in a chamber surrounded by a superconducting magnet that produces a longitudinal guide field of about 0.34 T and good homogeneity, suppressing effectively bunch-field depolarization in the target due to the wide spacing of the relevant resonances with m F = ±1 [3] . A system of turbopumps at the target chamber and the adjacent electron chambers in the experiment provides differential pumping in order to protect the machine vacuum from gas flow rates of the order of 10 −2 mbar litre s −1 . The design considerations are discussed in [91, 220] . A system of tungsten collimators is used to protect the elliptical target cell. A fixed anti-scattering collimator, C2, with principal axes 17.2 and 6.0 mm is located in front of the cell. A movable collimator, C1, 2 m upstream of the target centre of slightly smaller opening acts as the main collimator after closing when the beam is injected and accelerated to 27.5 GeV. Wake fields excited by the short bunches are inhibited by surrounding the beam throughout the target region with metal surfaces of smoothly varying cross-section (wake-field suppressors). In figure 28 , the target cell with the downstream part of the wake-field suppressor is shown. The cell consists of 75 µm Al foil coated with Drifilm. It is cooled with cold He gas run through the cooling rails on both sides of the beam axis that are used to suspend the cell.
A schematic view of the target is shown in figure 21 . Polarized H or D atoms are injected into the cell from the left. The system of RF transitions is designed such that both for H and D targets the maximum P z and P zz can be obtained. A sample beam extracted to the right is analysed by the TGA with respect to its dissociation fraction and by the BRP with respect to [11] . The target polarization was reversed every 45 s and the points are one-day averages. The gaps are due to periods when unpolarized gas has been employed. its substate population. The performance of the BRP and the target as a whole is illustrated by the measured proton target polarization, P z , over eight months of the HERMES 1997 run shown in figure 29. Switching between ±P z occurred every 1-2 min. Usually the measured polarization, P BRP z , was around 90% of the maximum value. The small variations in P z are due to known changes in the target operating conditions.
Transverse target.
A transversely polarized hydrogen target was developed and installed at HERMES [173] in 2001. A high field of about 0.3 T is required in order to fully decouple atomic and nuclear spins. Unlike the longitudinal field, this causes strong emission of synchrotron radiation with total power of several kilowatts absorbed by the downstream part of the beam tube. The magnetic part of the bunch field also has now a component parallel to the static field, giving rise to a new class of densely spaced depolarizing resonances with m F = 0. In order to avoid them, a target magnet with a large gap and homogeneity along the cell axis of about 0.1 mT was required [174] . Tests with full beam current are in progress. 
Spin-exchange storage-cell targets for H and D
Spin-correlation in p-d elastic scattering was recently studied at the IUCF by elastic scattering of 197 MeV protons from an internal polarized deuterium target produced by spin-exchange optical pumping [30] . The arrangement is shown schematically in figure 30 . The design of the LDS was described in section 5.3.
The Al target cell is 40 cm long and has a rectangular cross-section of 3.2 × 1.3 cm 2 . The cell is coated with Drifilm to reduce depolarization and recombination in wall collisions and is heated to 240˚C to prevent condensation of K vapour. The vertical magnetic guide field over the target cell varies between 78 mT at the centre of the cell and 40 mT at the ends. Under optimum flow conditions (1 × 10 18 atoms s −1 for H) the areal density of the target, calculated from the gas conductance of the cell [180] , is 3 × 10 14 atoms cm −2 . As a proton target, the average polarization of 0.15 corresponds to a quality factor (equation (4.1)) of 7 × 10 12 atoms cm −2 . Operational experience with deuterium over a 6-day run [30] shows an average deuteron vector polarization of 0.102 with variations between about 0.08 and 0.12.
7.5.
3 He targets with direct optical pumping A 3 He target was used in the HERMES experiment [46] for measurement of the spin structure of the neutron. It was an improved version of the one used at the IUCF proton-storage ring [106] . A schematic picture of the HERMES target is shown in figure 31 . The principle of operation is summarized in section 3.2. The pumping cell is operated at a flow rate corresponding to about 10 17 atoms s −1 . The polarization in the pumping cell is measured by an optical analyser utilizing the transition 3 1 D 2 -2 1 P 1 at a wavelength of 667 nm, which is excited due to the weak discharge. The polarized gas flows into the open target cell via a glass capillary. The 400 mm long target cell is located inside a vacuum chamber with turbomolecular pumps and a thin metal window for exit of scattered particles. A collimator system protects the cell from synchrotron radiation generated by the upstream machine magnets. The cell of elliptical cross-section 29.0 × 9.8 mm 2 is cooled to 15 K by means of cold He gas flowing through the support rails. Figure 31 . Schematic arrangement of the HERMES polarized 3 He internal gas-target system [46] . A controlled flow of 3 He gas into a quartz glass cell is optically pumped by an infrared laser. The polarized gas flows into the target cell located in a vacuum chamber through which the high-energy positron beam is directed.
A system of Helmholtz-type coils for the longitudinal and the vertical targets holding a field of about 3.5 mT with inhomogeneity of the order of 4 µ T cm −1 over pumping and target cell were employed. The homogeneity is required to prevent motional depolarization.
The rate of flow of unpolarized atoms into the cubic quartz pumping cell of 0.5 litre volume affects the equilibrium polarization, P open ∞ , according to:
Here P sealed ∞ is the equilibrium polarization for zero flow, t r is the mean residence time in the pump cell and t sealed p is the pump-up time constant, again for a sealed cell, which depends on the available number of photons. The infrared laser was a Nd : YAG laser modified by installing a Nd : LNA crystal, producing between 2 and 3 W at the pumping wavelength. With sealed cells of similar volume, pump-up time constants, t sealed p of about 35 s and P sealed ∞ up to 0.76 have been observed [46] . For a residence time of t r = 75 s this leads to an expected cell polarization under flow conditions of P open ∞ = 0.52. As a novel polarimeter, the target optical monitor (TOM) was applied [126] , which detects the circular polarization of 492.2 nm photons from the decay of the 4 1 D level exited by the high-energy electron beam. The light leaving the storage cell antiparallel to the electron beam is deflected by a 45˚mirror into the light transport system to a low-noise photomultiplier. The decay time of 37 ns is much longer than the duration of prompt synchrotron photons associated with each electron bunch, allowing effective gating of the synchrotron background. A comparison of the TOM data with the pumping cell polarimeter permitted an estimate of target-related depolarization effects.
The target was operated in 1995 at the 27.5 GeV HERA electron-storage ring for more than 6 months. Routine operation included polarizations of 0.40-0.54 and target thicknesses of 1.0 × 10 15 nuclei cm −2 . The average polarization wasP = 0.46, which is somewhat lower than 0.52 estimated from equation (7.1) . This may be due to the fact that during the run it was not always possible to operate the target under optimum conditions. The authors [46] estimate that with an optimized system P = 0.6 should be attainable.
A similar 3 He target has been built and operated at the AmPS storage ring facility [134] . A target polarization of P = 0.50 at a 3 He flow rate of 10 17 atoms s −1 was reported.
Summary and outlook
Spin-polarized targets have been employed in nuclear and particle physics for several decades to study spin-dependent interactions and the structure of nucleons and nuclei. Thanks to the invention of dynamical nuclear polarization by Jeffries in the early 1960s, it became possible to polarize protons within certain solids at low temperatures and high magnetic fields by applying microwaves. A recent review by Crabb and Meyer can be found in [39] . Such targets have been used in the last four decades for a large number of experiments with beams of medium or high energies (as low as 10 MeV to more than 100 GeV). As the beam particles cause radiation damage and heating of the target material, the use of such targets is limited to beams of moderate intensity extracted from an accelerator or beams of secondary particles like pions or muons. The solid target material, e.g. NH 3 , contains among the polarizable protons or deuterons a considerable mass fraction of heavier unpolarized nuclei, which may in certain cases produce a background that cannot be distinguished by the detection system and must be subtracted. In such cases the average proton or deuteron polarization as seen by the beam particles is 'diluted' and the quality of the data is reduced, which must be compensated for by a much higher number of events. Because of the small magnetic moment of the deuteron, solid targets for polarizing deuterium are limited in magnitude of the attainable vector polarization. Switchable tensor polarization cannot be produced by this method. It should be noted that secondary beams like pions or muons due to luminosity requirements can only be used with solid targets. The quest for ultra-high centre-of-mass energies led to the development of storage rings for colliding beams with stored electron or ion currents of typically several tens to more than 100 mA, which has made possible the application of thin windowless polarized gas targets. The development of such targets began in the early 1980s. The obvious advantages are the isotopic purity, the extremely low thickness permitting reaction products to exit without interaction, the absence of radiatiation damage and the high polarization, which can be reversed easily on a fast timescale. Here also the application of open spectrometers can be mentioned, where the full angular range is measured at once. It should be noted that, in contrast to solid targets, deuterium gas targets permit independent reversal of vector and tensor polarization. The required magnetic guide field is also much smaller than for solid targets. In the case of ion beams with no or moderate bunching, only weak RF fields are produced by the beam. Here weak magnetic fields can be applied avoiding virtually all obstructions of the detectors, which gives full acceptance for the reaction products. By reorienting periodically the weak guide along all axes without disturbing the circulating beam, one can switch through all components of the vector and-for spin-1 particles-tensor polarization. For stored electron beams the energy radiated off by synchrotron radiation has to be replenished continously by a powerful RF-system, leading to very strong bunching. In order to avoid RF-depolarization, a guide field of the order of 0.2-0.3 T must be applied.
During the last decade, numerous experiments based on polarized gas targets have been built and operated as summarized in table 3. With this experience in mind it is possible to characterize their range of applicability and future potential. As a matter of fact, a gas target internal to a storage ring becomes part of the machine and must not disturb significantly its operation. By careful design and by realistic testing it is possible to optimize the target performance and to minimize the restrictions imposed on the ring. No general rule can be derived regarding which type of target to use for a specific experiment. Hadron and electron beams have to be discussed separately.
Hadron beams are associated with large reaction cross-sections and high radiation damage. Therefore the use of solid targets is essentially reserved for hadron beams of high energies. On the contrary, gas targets have a high potential for low-and medium-energy hadron beams, i.e. with energies of 10 MeV to several GeV. A striking example is the dramatic progress in coverage and data quality of proton-proton scattering data achieved by the gas target (PINTEX/IUCF) [168, 171] in comparison with previous experiments based on solid polarized targets and a high-resolution magnetic spectrometer with narrow acceptance [70] .
Electron beams have much lower cross-sections and, at comparable energies, less radiation damage. Solid targets are employed for high-luminosity experiments, e.g. at SLAC [162] or at TJNAF [47] . Gas targets combined with storage rings are a good choice for coincident electron scattering, e.g. semi-inclusive measurements of deep-inelastic scattering [176] , where in addition to the scattered electron the leading hadron is detected.
In some cases low background, in particular from heavier nuclei in the target, is mandatory, e.g. in order to observe reactions with very low cross-section. Here gas targets are presently the only choice. Two examples of such proton-and electron-induced reactions should be mentioned: (i) Pion production in pp collisions near the threshold as studied by the PINTEX collaboration at the IUCF cooler ring [175] ; any contamination from heavier nuclei produces a strong contribution below and around the pp threshold due to the Fermi motion of nucleons in nuclei. (ii) Deeply virtual Compton scattering on nucleons as studied by the HERMES collaboration at the HERA electron ring [4] ; again the contribution from heavy nuclei would dominate the nucleon signal due to its Z 2 dependence. Polarized hydrogen gas targets for storage rings have enabled a wealth of new and precise data in a few nucleon and hadron physics experiments (see, e.g. the recent reviews by Meyer [118] and Rith [176] , and the proceedings of the latest biennual Spin Symposia in 2000 at Osaka [163] and in 2002 at Brookhaven [166] ). In the last reference, apart from physics results and new methods, polarized gas targets were reviewed by Steffens [194] . Here a complete overview of operational and future facilities can be found. We may conclude our review by stating that polarized gas targets are based on proven technologies and have shown extraordinary reliability. They have enabled new spin experiments as single users in medium-energy storage rings like the IUCF cooler, VEPP-3 and COSY, and as parallel users in the high-energy storage ring HERA. All these installations stand out due to low background, enabling new types of measurements. New experiments based on state-of-the-art gas targets will continue this trend, like the BLAST experiment at the 1 GeV electron storage ring at MIT-Bates [102] . A similar experiment has been proposed for the 2.5 GeV proton storage ring COSY at Jülich, the so-called TOROID to study heavy meson production at the threshold [172] .
This review has been restricted to gas targets for storage rings for nuclear and particle physics applications including hydrogen, deuterium and low-density 3 He targets. It should be noted that there are very interesting prospects for high density 3 He gas targets not covered in this review, namely as a broadband polarizer for cold, thermal and epithermal neutrons, as first pointed out by Postma in 1970 [135] . A recent overview can be found in the proceedings of HELION97 [159] and HELION02 [165] .
The present polarized gas target technology for hydrogen and deuterium is based primarily on the ABS feeding a (cold) storage cell. The initial promise of the spin-exchange optically pumped source (LDS) has not resulted in a reliable device, despite the intense effort by various groups. As revealed by the IUCF test and through the work of the Erlangen group which led to a satisfactory understanding of the LDS, the performance is limited by the available surface coatings; here innovations are badly needed. Whether new ideas in the future will bring a renewed impetus to the development of an LDS target remains to be seen.
In the outlook one might speculate how the presently available technology could be improved. Whereas for proton rings like COSY the present target densities of about 10 14 cm −2 seem sufficient, electron rings could digest more due to the much lower electromagnetic crosssections. For a new generation of electron-scattering experiments in the deep inelastic regime , luminosity is of crucial importance. The ABS intensity seems to saturate at about 10 17 atoms s −1 in two substates. By increasing the cell length the target density could be considerably improved. In the limit of long beam tubes (see figure 5 , total length L = 2L 1 ) of narrow cross-section, the total conductance is dominated by that of the feed tube, resulting in a central density of ρ 0 = 2 × 10 13 cm −2 for a cold cell. With a cell of total length L = 1 m, areal densities of t ≈ 10 15 cm −2 are conceivable. It should be noted that such a long cell requires an elaborate front tracking system and a guide field magnet of much larger volume than presently existing. This may, in particular for the transverse target, present difficult but solvable design problems. One could even think of a fast-rotating Teflon-coated turbine at the feed tube to suppress the flow outwards completely and to accept a larger-diameter atomic beam.
Another idea being discussed involves the production and compression of polarized molecules made by recombining polarized atoms. First measurements indicate that the recombination process itself contributes little to the total polarization loss [219] . Recombination on proper surfaces should result in highly polarized molecules with low depolarization even when being pumped into a storage cell. To which extent the observed collisional depolarization can be suppressed, e.g., by a strong guide field, remains an open question. We also would like to mention that by evaporating a mixture of hydrogen and deuterium from pure solid H-D polarized by 'brute force' at 15 mK and 17 T [214] , a dense H + D gas target could be produced, a possibly promising idea that has never been tested. Finally we believe that the ultra-cold H jet has still not exhausted its potential, which may lead to a free polarized jet of high density.
